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Smart eBike, finished in Matt Grey/Black with orange accents.
Standard Features :
Magura Hydraulic disc brakes.
Handlebar operating element: Switch between drive and generator levels conveniently and safely whilst
cycling – without taking a hand off the handlebars.
LED display: The LED display, a standard feature, is the nerve centre of your smart ebike, allowing you to
control basic functions such as drive and generator levels or light – or to check the time, trip kilometres or
remaining power. As well as this, the basic display always shows you the current speed and, at the press of a
button, the average speed as well. When removed, it serves as additional protection against theft, as the
motor will only start when the basic display is fitted.
Battery: With 423 watt hours, you can cover up to 100 kilometres.
Motor: With 250 watts* at your disposal, you can travel through the city quickly and comfortably. In generator
mode, the motor also serves as a provider of energy.
Carbon toothed belt: Made of high-strength carbon fibre, the highly reliable toothed belt transmits power to
the rear wheel without the need for lubricant or maintenance.
USB interface: Connect your smartphone via the standard USB interface and charge it whilst cycling.
Additional Features :
Suspension fork: Not every cycle path is in perfect condition – but the suspension fork improves them all: the
air spring suspension fork can be individually adjusted to the cyclist for enhanced comfort. So you reach your
destination feeling even more relaxed.
Luggage rack: Plays a supporting role on every journey. The luggage rack in smart design features integrated
lockable side bags for small items. Needless to say, it is compatible with the luggage rack bag from the ebike
collection –for even more stowage space.

